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REFERENCE.NOTES 

.. This reconnaissance bathymetric s.irvey.of Adams.Lake was requested by.
Biologisi, ·Habita1: ·and 'Enhancemen-t Branch, ·oepartment ·01 ::isher ies and Oceans, ·canada. 
Soundings were col le:ted to·calculate. the·water ·storage capacity o f  ·the.·lal::e. 
Snunding lines were space,d 1000 metres:apart. This ine spac ng is'no1 sui_table to.detect 
all underwater hazards w1t11 confidence therefore th s !Tlap is not suitable.for marine 
navigat iona I purposes. 

3. Sounding datum was. estab,I ished by.'recovery of Water.Surveys ·01 Canada bench mark_#9 
1n Adams lake. Observai ions. to.Water Surveys of Canada bench mark #7 were.made to 
ensure·vertical control stability. 
Soundings were reduced. to. sounding. datum by level I ing from ·wsc "berich ·mark #9. 
The·water evel above.sounding datum·during the'time·ot·the·survey·was·1.1.metres 

5. Sounding Datum 1s approximately 402 metres.above."Mean Sea Level. The.MSL elevation was 
calculated. by averaging. the.-di fferent ial ly corrected NovAtel 3157R GPS. receiver readings 
during."the three days of sounding. The estimated elevation accuracy is.+/ 2 metres 

6. Soundings were positioned by a NovAtel 3151R G_PS receiver operating. in._differer;iti_al 
mode . .  The.d1fferent1al.correctio"ls were obtained 'from the Geographic.Data.BC s ·eal 
time .differential MSAT GPs·service the Global Surveyor. The Wiliams.Lake reference 
site, which was 210.kms from .Adams.Lake, ·was selected. Corrections were·received.and 
appl ed·1o·the GPs.·observations every 1wo·seconds The estimated "\Or zontal position 
accuracy·of ·sound·ngs·was better than 5.metres 2DRMS. 

7. Soundings were obta1ned·w1th a_ Knudsen .. 320M."dual frequency-echo sounders operating at 
38 and 200 kHz The dra11 was set to 0.5 metres and a mean speed of ·sound 1n water.as 
measured by a ·oDOM veloci t imeter was. 1422 ·m/s. Draft, sound speed adJustments, and. water 
I eve reduct ions ·were.applied. our ing."processing. Al I soundings ·por1rayed·are ·true ·depth 

8. Depth and positioning data were logged·using.HYPACK (Version 7.1a) navigation.and 
I ogg ng software. 

9. Data processing and graphical editing."were.done.using.a.comb1natio1 o• HYPACK(V 7.1a) 
edit ng software·on."a."PC'and.CHS'survey.p·ograms and CARIS (Computer Aided Resou·ce 
Information System) on a.Digital VAX.coTiputer. 

lD. ynas1 I me was d1g111zed ·d1 rect ly. from. the BC.Ministry of E_nvironmeni, Lands, and 'Parks 
'Terrain.Resource. Information Management

11 

(TRIM) n1t1at1ve maps. B2L _092 B2M _002, 82M 0�2. 
82M 013, 82M 023. 82M 033, anc 82M 043 at a scale of 20,000 The.maps.were.dig1t1zed Jsing 
an·A tek'digitizing tablet and the .CARIS.'RG'package with the'sirrilari1y transformation option 

11. Bathymetric ·contours."at ·an interval of 50 metres were generated by the'CARIS'DTM,software 
frorri mere data·than·appears.on.th1s document The'low water line, with·an elevation.of 
0.0.'metres, was.used.as.:breaklines 'for·contou_r generation. The contours were smoothed 
using SMOOTH LINES with the FILTER paramefer.se-t to O and the ORDER parame-ter.set to 7. 
Soundings which could not ·be displayed'because.oi limitations of scale, have·been suppressed 
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Disclaimer: The Minister and the Crown provides this data without warranty or representation as to any 
matter including but not limited to whether the data is correct, accurate, or free from error, defect danger, 
or hazard and whether it is otherwise useful or suitable for any use the user may make of it.

All boundaries and place names are shown for general orientation and reference only. 

WARNING: These data are not to be used for navigation. Although these data are of high quality and may 
be useful for planning and modeling purposes, they are not suitable for navigational purposes as they 
may not reflect current conditions and uncharted hazards may exist.




